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DWR IT staff were moved to the new DITS effective 10/01/16
Aquatic Toxicology Branch
Moore, Cynthia A.

Intensive Survey Branch
Morris, Eric

Biological Assessment Branch
Fleek, Eric

Ecosystems Branch
Wrenn, Brian

Estuarine Monitoring Team
Washington RD
Paxson, Jill

Organic Chemistry Branch
Johnson, Chris

Certification Branch
Sattenwhite, Dana

Microbiology & Inorganic Chemistry Branch
Byrd, Roy W.

Chemistry Unit
Green, Cindy H.

Microbiology & Metals Unit
Stafford, Ellen
Water Sciences Section, Estuarine Monitoring Team is located in the Washington regional office.
Water Quality Permitting Section
Environmental Program Mgr I
Poupart, Jeffrey (Jeff)
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Pretreatment Emergency Response
Collection Systems Unit
Gore, Deborah

Complex Permitting Unit
Gryzb, Julie

Compliance and Expedited Permitting Unit
Hennessy, John

401 and Buffer Permitting Unit
Higgins, Karen

Transportation Permitting Unit
Chapman, Amy

Non-Discharge Permitting Unit
Thomburg, Nathaniel